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Chapter 8

Liability for Damage Caused by
Small Satellites—A Non-Issue?
Frans von der Dunk
I. Introduction
As sufficiently recounted elsewhere in this book, small satellites have become a welcome
addition to the existing tools to benefit from space applications—they are relatively simple
and cheap to construct, and being small, relatively cheap to launch as well, as secondary
payloads on launch vehicles where the primary payload may not take up all of the (often
standardized) payload bay capacity. As they, moreover, usually orbit for relatively short
times in low trajectories before burning up in the atmosphere, they might not seem to pose
major or even merely realistic liability risks.
As a consequence, sometimes the issue of liability for damage caused by small satellites
has been treated as a non-issue, or at least as an issue which in law does not present relevant novel aspects and in practice is by far not the most important issue in the area of
liability (or vice versa in the area of small satellites). Since, however, the amount of small
satellites in view of their attractiveness as indicated is rapidly growing,1 this quick assumption might warrant a closer look. Thus, the current chapter briefly analyzes the extent to
which small satellites may or might give rise to specific legal issues in the context of liability for space activities, and whether it would indeed be a non-issue.
II. International Space Law and Liability for Damage Caused by Satellites: The Framework
International space law has addressed the issue of liability for damage caused by space
activities through the concept of a “space object” being at the root cause of such damage.
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This is noteworthy, as commonly liability attaches to someone undertaking a certain activity causing damage rather than to an object involved in causing damage. Nevertheless, the
Outer Space Treaty broadly but clearly states:
Each State Party to the Treaty that launches or procures the launching of an object
into outer space, including the Moon and other celestial bodies, and each State
Party from whose territory or facility an object is launched, is internationally liable for damage to another State Party to the Treaty or to its natural or juridical
persons by such object or its component parts on the Earth, in air space or in
outer space, including the Moon and other celestial bodies.2
Another clause, however, provides that states remain internationally responsible for “national activities in outer space” (in particular for ensuring that these “are carried out in
conformity with the provisions set forth in the [Outer Space] Treaty”),3 which under circumstances could also give rise to claims for compensation of damage as the appropriate
form of reparation under general principles of public international law.4 Such damage
would then obviously be linked directly to the activity, as different from the earlier clause
focusing on the object involved instead.
These clauses—in particular of Article VII of the Outer Space Treaty—have been elaborated by the Liability Convention5 which again focuses on the object involved. This Convention specifies that the “object” referred to in Article VII of the Outer Space Treaty is
actually a “space object,” and (although rather unsatisfactorily and incompletely) “defines” it as including “component parts of a space object as well as its launch vehicle and
parts thereof.”6 In addition, it applies a distinction between damage caused by such space
objects on Earth or to aircraft in flight respectively to other space objects in outer space: for
the former, absolute liability applies, whereas for the latter liability as based on fault will
determine any duty to compensate.7
In this respect, the Convention furthermore provides for—in principle—unlimited compensation, as the compensation should “provide such reparation in respect of the damage
as will restore the person, natural or juridical, State or international organization on whose
behalf the claim is presented to the condition which would have existed if the damage had
not occurred.”8
The final key element of the Liability Convention to be noted at this juncture concerns
the state-character of liability: every “State which launches or procures the launching of a
space object; [and every] State from whose territory or facility a space object is launched”
qualifies as an entity internationally liable for relevant damage, regardless of any private
ownership of or control over launch or space object.9 A major consequence of this system
is that individual states possibly qualifying as “launching states” are strongly stimulated
to assert, through national legislation, regulation and licensing, a considerable measure of
control over any private space activities which could thus give rise to those states liability
being internationally asserted.10 This means that a full-fledged analysis of the specifics of
small satellite operations in the context of international liability should also take on board
the extent to which—and the manner in which—these clauses from the treaties have been
implemented at the national level.
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The above clauses obviously form the point of departure for any discussion on specific
liability issues pertinent to small satellite operations.11 To the extent that the aforementioned concept of the “launching state” is at issue in the context of small satellites, this
discussion would also be relevant for the applicability of the Registration Convention12 as
that also crucially hinges on the qualification of the “launching state,”13 but that is an aspect
which will not be further discussed here.
III. The Definitional Issues—of “Space Object,” “Launch,” and “Outer Space”
1 The “Traditional” Definitions
In the absence of any precise or even workable definition of “space object” in the relevant
treaties, the first part of the question here is whether small satellites would or should be
included in that term as triggering applicability of the Liability Convention in particular.14
The underlying concept of “objects” is, of course, quite clear, and small satellites without a doubt are at least “objects.” Then, as the key space treaties alternatively refer to “objects launched into outer space” (as per Article VII of the Outer Space Treaty) and to “space
objects” (as per the Liability Convention and the Registration Convention), the logical
equation of the former to the latter—an equation generally adhered to moreover by expert
opinion15—would also encompass small space objects such as small satellites. Already in
that sense, liability for (damage caused by) small satellites is an issue—but not one principally separate from that of liability for (damage caused by) large(r) satellites.
This conclusion is reinforced by the inclusion of “mere” component parts, which could
be rather small indeed, in the concept of “(space) objects” for the purpose of the Liability
and Registration Conventions.16 In that sense, at the outset size does not matter; from the
perspective of the law “one size fits all.” Consequently, also small satellites piggy-backing
as secondary payloads on launch vehicles would qualify as “space objects.”
Finally, if “space objects” are to be defined with reference to their being “launched into
outer space,” the definitions of both “launch” and “(into) outer space” come into play. As
to “launch,” it has—perhaps mostly unconsciously—been perceived as basically comprising any kind of vertical take-off effectuated with the help of rocket technology. As to “outer
space,” the absence of a clear boundary between outer space and the underlying airspaces
had not traditionally presented much of a problem: there was no question that the satellites
at issue were operating at altitudes considered as “outer space” by most, if not all concerned.17
2 The Challenges to the “Traditional” Definitions Posed (inter alia) by Small Satellites
In the present context of small satellites, those definitions—with the exception of the “object” part, which clearly continues to encompass satellites of any size, unless otherwise
determined—now raise certain challenges with respect to the underlying assumptions.
Firstly as to the concept of “launch.” The original, more narrow technical/operational
meaning of “launch” had already been challenged ever since the mid-1980s by the air
launches of the Pegasus vehicle: Orbital Sciences had the spacecraft itself released from
underneath an airplane in mid-air, where the very first part of the trajectory essentially is
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a horizontal one—and then those activities were (still) legally defined as “launches,” at
least for the purpose of space law.18
As long as such launches at least still involved “standard” rocket technology this challenge perhaps remained marginal, and no major discussion on the relationship between
the legal concept of “launch” and the “traditional” technical/operational understanding of
those terms was undertaken.
Here, however, the plans of various prospective private commercial spaceflight operators to use their sub-orbital or low-Earth-orbiting vehicles under development to “bring”
small satellites into very low trajectories would constitute a more fundamental challenge.
Under those plans, some vehicles are two-stage-to-space, some are aerospace-plane-like
single-stage-to-space; some craft take off horizontally, others vertically, still others from
underneath carrier aircraft wings in mid-air—so all use different technologies as well.19
While in principle it might be debatable whether the concept of “launch” still applies to
such operations (witness the many articles focusing instead on the application of air law
to such flights)20 a strong argument could be made that the original, limited understanding
of that concept should no longer hold, and that “launch” should refer to any transport
activity aimed at bringing something into outer space—which would then of course also
include small satellites. As this argument, however, is not (yet) generally accepted, let
alone formalized as law, the risk that major additional legal confusion would result remains, precisely where different technical devices transporting small satellites to the same
low-Earth regions of outer space would otherwise fall under different regimes.
Second, where a “launch” in space law indeed, for the sake of potentially triggering the
Liability Convention, refers to bringing (or at least attempting to bring)21 a “space object”
“into outer space” regardless of the precise technical or operational means, a further salient
issue would arise: the long-lasting question of where “outer space” would actually “begin”
would need to be answered.22 This is in particular where, in the absence of any legal definition of “small satellites,”23 current general assumptions regarding small satellites challenge this general traditional perception.
Most importantly, small satellites are considered to operate in (very) low Earth orbits,
which means almost by definition that they operate for short periods only: such orbits are
short-lived due to gravity forces and atmospheric drag.24 For small satellite launches by
some of the impending private suborbital flight providers this applies a fortiori, as their
trajectories follow a parabolic single arc falling well short of an orbit.
Consequently, the issue of whether they actually enter outer space by being separated
from their transportation vehicle at 80, 100, 120, or 150 km altitudes is now indeed becoming an issue—at least in as far as one considers small satellites to present realistic risks to
other space activities and objects operating in the same zones. The presence of the satellites
at such altitudes does not merely concern a marginal and transitory phase on their way to
orbit but their ultimate and planned orbit respectively trajectory.
For a proper understanding, furthermore, of the risks which small satellites may present
in terms of liability, whether or not distinct from those presented by other space objects or
space operations, this brings analysis to a scrutiny of the other current perceptions concerning small satellites specifically related to liability—which warrant being scrutinized as
well.
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3 The Perception of Liability Risks in the Context of Small Satellites
As the satellites under consideration by definition are small, the general perception is that
the risk of such satellites causing damage is marginal enough not to warrant worrying
about liability issues—due to their size they will not survive re-entry, and due to their low
and short-duration in-flight life will be very unlikely to encounter any other space object
before such re-entry.
Traditionally, moreover, most or all of them were operated for scientific rather than
commercial purposes. It could thus be assumed that liability issues would largely tend to
be neglected. To the extent that it would be envisaged in the first place that the experiment
would suffer damage because of another similar scientific satellite happening to come too
close, that might rather be perceived as a “natural” risk not warranting paying attention to
third-party liability, as being “all in the game.”
Furthermore, such satellites would by and large not have room for anything other than
the (usually experimental) payload and a small downlink transmission device, and generally even lack fundamental flight control and adjustment capabilities. As will be seen, this
has even given rise to national regulation effectively perceiving such satellites not to be
“real” space objects.25 Since, it was reasoned, those small satellites were unguided, even
uncontrollable, after separation from their launch vehicles, they would not as such give
rise to potential liability under the Liability Convention for damage caused by them. Thus
(at least originally) these laws excluded such satellites from national licensing and attendant third-party liability coverage obligations.26
This perception is, however, rather misguided already legally speaking. Even “space
debris,” the ultimate in non-controllable, non-guidable objects in outer space, has by now
been generally accepted to qualify as “space objects” for the purpose of the Liability Convention.27 It would not make sense therefore to allow for escaping from liability for damage
caused by small satellites—contrary to “space debris” the result of a conscious action—
merely because of their lack of guidance or control after separation from the launch vehicle.
What is more, with the rapidly increasing numbers of small satellites operating and envisaged to operate in the lowest regions of what might be considered outer space the whole
risk paradigm changes. The likelihood that such satellites may, after all, interfere with
other satellites in a harmful manner (and not just with a scientific experiment but with
commercially valuable payloads) is increasing exponentially. Even more profoundly,
many of them will be launched into the same lowest regions of outer space where soon the
first suborbital tourists are expected to be launched (often moreover by the same operators), which should obviously raise awareness of damage and liability risks by a notch or
two. Since it would be rather difficult, as argued, to hold that small satellites would not be
covered by the Liability Convention, liability would by that token certainly be an issue also
for small satellites in that context—even if not as such separate from larger space objects.
4 Revisiting the Boundary Question
In sum: the risks of damage caused by small satellites is rising rapidly, which also means
that the current uncertainties about applicability and application of liability regimes should
be solved. Ideally, there should be no question that all such satellites are space objects in
the sense of the space treaties, in particular the Liability Convention, which means most
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importantly that regardless of the technology used, they must be considered to be launched
into outer space in the sense of those treaties—which again, in turn, means that the boundary question of where airspace gives way, vertically speaking, to outer space, needs to be
solved.
What thus may long have seemed an issue of largely theoretical importance, is now back
on the table if one wishes to provide a clear legal guiding line between small satellites that
would be subject to space law as space objects, and other small objects which would never
reach that threshold. This is not the place to substantively revisit the longstanding discussion on the issue28 nor the present author’s particular arguments and conclusions.29 Suffice
it to say here that there would seem to be a gradually increasing convergence of opinion
that such a borderline should be accepted at an altitude of 100 km or thereabout above the
Earth’s surface, but that without the explicit or tacit consent of the United States, as the
strongest space power of today and the one also most prominently involved in sub-orbital
and low-Earth-orbital spaceflight projects, it would seem premature to conclude that this
would have reached the status of customary international law.
Nevertheless, not solving this issue may mean that in the context of small satellites each
time arguments may be advanced both pro and contra as to whether the satellite at issue
would constitute an “object intended to be launched into outer space,” hence giving rise
to liability under the Liability Convention. This problem may become further compounded
by the possibility that victims may seek alternative remedies in the absence of perceived
(clarity of) application of the Liability Convention.
Firstly, Article VI of the Outer Space Treaty, addressing that twin brother of “liability”
labeled “responsibility,” may come into play here. In the absence of unequivocal and unchallenged guidance on the relationship between Article VII of the Outer Space Treaty plus
the Liability Convention on the one hand and Article VI of the Outer Space Treaty on the
other, states victim of activities by small satellites may be tempted to invoke the latter
clause to avoid the above disputes. Following the general public international law concept
of “state responsibility”30 they might claim “reparation” would be due under Article VI for
“national activities in outer space” if these would be in violation of the Outer Space Treaty
(and by proxy, courtesy Article III of the Treaty,31 of all of international space law). This,
in turn, may come to include material compensation as the proper form of reparation in
case said violation results in damage—whether the latter would be compensable under the
Liability Convention or not. In this context in particular the general principle of international law sic utere tuo ut alienum non laedas with the resulting obligation to compensate for
damage caused may also be invoked, as evidenced already early on by the famous Trail
Smelter arbitration.32
Secondly, liability for damage caused by small satellites could also be claimed before
national juridical instances—note again that the Liability Convention expressly allows that
to happen: “Nothing in this Convention shall prevent a State, or natural or juridical persons it might represent, from Pursuing a claim in the courts or administrative tribunals or
agencies of a launching State.”33 As, in such cases also, the same issues of the extent in
which a small satellite would fall under the Liability Convention (in particular as implemented by national laws and licensing regimes) would come up, it becomes appropriate
to address the extent to and manner in which national space laws in the course of such
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implementation of the Convention have addressed the issue. For the present purpose, this
analysis will be limited to the extent and manner in which those national space laws have
referenced the possibility of small size objects being launched whose operations should be
licensed and/or have substantially addressed the two key definitional issues addressed before, of “launch” and “(into) outer space.”
IV. National Implementation—Addressing the Launch and Size of Objects Launched
into Outer Space
1 The United States
In the United States, the licensing of private space operators inter alia for the purpose of
implementing the space treaties specifically distinguishes between, and consequently legally separates, the launch and the operation of satellites. The latter are predominantly
dealt with by the FCC under the latest version of the 1934 Communication Act34 as for
telecom satellites and by NOAA under the 1992 Land Remote Sensing Policy Act35 as far
as remote-sensing satellites are concerned. Since those Acts are concerned with certain
types of in-space operations, the size of the hardware undertaking those operations or how
such hardware was transported to its operational area is basically irrelevant.
It is, consequently, the US national launch legislation which should be scrutinized in
order to determine whether it has to any appreciable extent addressed the issues of what
a “launch (into outer space)” would be, and whether the size of a satellite or the level of
control over it matter in the context of licensing such launches.
As it turns out, the Commercial Space Launch Act of 1984, as crucially amended in 1988
and 2004,36 does not distinguish at all as regards size or level of control of satellites. In line
with the US approach of refusing to acknowledge a particular boundary between airspace
and outer space or even the need for such a boundary at all, furthermore, the Act basically
skirts the delimitation issue. Licenses are also required for air-launched and/or sub-orbital
craft regardless of technology used or altitude aimed for, as long as those are considered
(at least ultimately) to be designed for use in outer space.37 The FAA, for instance, also
licensed certain high-altitude balloon flights contemplated by Paragon targeting an altitude of “only” 30 km because the ultimate aim was to test vehicle technology for future
use in space.38
Consequently, under this legislation small satellites under the US system are subject to
the licensing regime without further ado. While the result of this straightforward approach
is that the discussions on “launch” and “outer space” as concepts are aptly circumvented,
with a view to the international definitional issues as discussed before US law is thus rather
unhelpful in resolving them. It thus also remains to be seen whether problems may result
from the disconnect between us law and international law, both space law and aviation
law, in these respects.
2 Sweden
Sweden is a country interesting from the perspective of small satellites inter alia because of
its launch site at a very northerly location, in Kiruna—a remote area made for polar orbits,
which are of particular interest to science. The 1982 Act on Space Activities provides for
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the fundamental licensing obligation—for space activities undertaken either from Sweden
or by Swedish nationals or entities.39 In other words: it does not mention “space objects”
as such, let alone with any specific reference to size or altitude.
The Act at the same time does exclude among others the launch and operation of
“sounding rockets” from the scope of this licensing obligation.40 As sounding rockets typically concern sub-orbital launches on small launch vehicles for scientific purposes, where
often the payload does not even separate from the launcher, the Swedish legislation thus
does seem to exclude a major category of small satellites from its licensing system, but as
based upon their scientific mission—instead of their size.
3 South Africa
Also the 1993 South African Space Affairs Act does not focus directly on “space objects”—
although it does define “spacecraft” as “any object launched with the purpose of being put
and operated in outer space”41—but focuses on licensing space activities instead, defined
as “the activities directly contributing to the launching of spacecraft and the operation of
such craft in outer space.”42
Here, it then distinguishes between launching into a “sub-orbital trajectory” and
launching “into outer space” (defined as per lowest perigee) in its definitional Section43—
yet it does not principally differentiate in the application of the licensing system, as the Act
provides: “(a) any launching from the territory of the Republic; [and] (b) any launching
from the territory of another state by or on behalf of a juristic person incorporated or registered in the Republic” require a license under the Act, without any principled reference
to size or purpose of the satellite.44 A distinction without a difference, in other words: small
satellites would be included in principle just as much as large ones.
4 Australia
Australia presents an interesting case in that its national space law actually tried to define
outer space in quite precise terms, an example so far followed only at a national level by
Kazakhstan.45 Further to the 2002 Amendments46 to the 1998 Act,47 “launch” is now defined
with reference to bringing a “space object” to a 100 km altitude or above.48
Thus, though it does not provide anything with regard to the size of satellites—as
“space object” is defined mainly also with reference to that altitude49—this clear cut-off
point as regards the applicability of the licensing system under the Act50 would mean that
any small satellite or other payload destined for operations below such an altitude would
not fall within the scope of the licensing obligations. On the other hand, the Australian law
thus provides the strongest example of taking the logic of the Liability Convention’s key
concepts of “launch” and “outer space” to its ultimate conclusion.
5 Brazil
In 2001, Brazil enunciated its basic national space law by way of an Edict and attendant
Regulation.51 The Regulation does not as such use the word “space object,” but refers to
“the launching of satellites and other kinds of orbital and sub-orbital payloads, by means
of launch vehicles, including the preparation and conduction of the operation.”52 In other
words, size still does not matter, at least in principle.
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More or less like the South African Act, the Regulation does thus distinguish between
“orbital” and “sub-orbital payloads,” but does not differentiate as to the applicability of
the licensing requirement with respect to either; neither does it provide for any guidance
on where outer space as such begins.53 It may of course well be that in the actual implementation process this distinction will also lead to a difference, whereby sub-orbital payloads would by nature come to encompass many—but certainly not all—small satellites,
but as of yet no data are available in this regard.
6 Belgium
The 2005 Belgian Law on the Activities of Launching, Flight Operations or Guidance of
Space Objects, interestingly, limits the scope of its licensing obligation generically to the
“launching, flight operations and guidance of space objects.”54
The latter are defined in a rather broad sense, as comprising “any object launched or
intended to be launched into outer space, including the material elements composing that
object.”55 In other words, neither the size of the object to be launched per se, nor the altitude
at which it is aimed to be launched, matters. On the other hand, the reference to “outer
space” indicates that in that sense the delimitation issue is indeed important in determining the applicability of the licensing system—but no specific altitude is implicated or indicated.56
At the same time, as many small satellites would likely be “unguided” after release from
the launch vehicle (they would merely transmit radio signals to the ground), under this
approach their operation would not require a (separate) license. In view of this uncertainty,
the Belgian legislator saw the need to amend the law.57 The new text now extends the obligation to obtain a license for activities involving space objects “which cannot be guided
once positioned in orbit.”58 With this clarification, small satellites are now without further
doubt qualified as “space objects” under the Law, and consequently entail for example the
possibility for triggering liability under the Liability Convention for damage caused by
their operations.
7 The Netherlands
The Netherlands in its 2007 Law59 originally followed the Belgian approach, in limiting the
scope of its licensing obligations to “the launch, the flight operation or the guidance of
space objects in outer space.”60 Likewise, it defined a “space object” identically to the Belgian Law, leading to the same conclusions as in that case.61
Problems however then arose with regard to intended operations by the Dutch company ISIS, which wanted to have CubeSats launched and wanted to do so within the framework of a licence.62 As a consequence, however, the Dutch Law was complemented, in
2015, by an administrative measure issued by the King, making clear that also “unguided”
satellites should fall under the scope of application of the Dutch Space Act.63 Already before this measure, most commentators were in agreement that regardless of the applicability of the Dutch Law to such operations, the moment unguided small satellites would
qualify as “space objects” in accordance with international definitions it would be rather
difficult for the Netherlands to disavow liability merely on the grounds of such space objects being “unguided.”64
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8 Austria
Austria in its 2011 Law on the Authorisation of Space Activities and the Establishment of
a National Space Registry limited the scope of the licensing obligation to “the launch, operation or control of a space object.”65 “Space object” is defined as “an object launched or
intended to be launched into outer space,” without however defining the latter in any
sense.66 As the Austrian Outer Space Act has been enacted precisely to address the need
for regulation of small satellites, namely Austria’s first nanosatellites in the BRITE constellation,67 it is generally applicable to small satellite projects. It even contains an incentive for
small satellite projects, as far as they are “in the public interest,” that is research or education, because those are eligible for a reduction or a waiver of the obligation to get insurance.68
9 Kazakhstan
Kazakhstan, in 2012, was the latest state enunciating a national space law.69 The country,
of course, encompasses the site of the famous spaceport of Bajkonour, in the days of the
Soviet Union responsible for the most spectacular launches and still in operation as a Russian spaceport under lease from Kazakhstan.70
The Kazakh Law applies the licensing obligation, in line with most other national acts,
to any “activity [. . .] in the field of outer space use,” such activities moreover being extensively understood.71 Likewise, no details on specific size or purpose of space objects involved are given. The main interesting feature from this perspective is that the Law defines
“outer space” as the “space extending beyond the airspace at an altitude of more than one
hundred kilometres above the sea level.”72
10 Other National Space Laws
In the other generic national space laws which provide for some form of licensing or authorization regime with respect to space activities there is no relevant reference whatsoever, direct or indirect, to the purpose or size of satellites involved in such activities, only
to the underlying concept of “launch” into “outer space” without any further detail or clue
as to how those concepts should be considered defined. This applies to Norway,73 the
United Kingdom,74 the Russian Federation,75 Ukraine,76 South Korea,77 and France.78
One should note, however, that the general framework-character of these laws would
certainly allow for individual exceptions, for example in case certain licensing obligations
are not deemed necessary from the perspective of the international obligations, public policy, or safety interests of the respective licensing states. This also holds true for all the other
national space laws discussed, except perhaps the us one as this has meanwhile been rather
extensively elaborated in implementing regulations.
From that perspective, further investigation and analysis of state practice on the issue
might well be necessary, although the Belgian, Dutch, and Austrian examples so far rather
seem to point in the direction opposite from any fundamental separation of small satellites
from large satellites, and to rather comprehensively include even small satellites that are
not “guidable” post-separation in the scope of the licensing requirements applicable to all
other satellites.
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V. Conclusions
So far, at the highest level no other conclusion is possible than that small satellites are indeed principally covered by the Liability Convention, and from that perspective do not
warrant any fundamentally different approach from a liability perspective; for the Convention size does not matter. While perceptions about small satellites have so far perhaps
allowed neglecting the resultant liability, as argued those perceptions do no longer hold
true on various fronts: liability for small satellites is an issue but not principally separate
from liability for large satellites.
At a secondary level, however, it has to be realized that the Convention’s across-theboard applicability to small satellites effectively only holds true to the extent that these are
to be considered “launched into outer space.” Thus, courtesy of the ongoing increase in
small satellite operations it now becomes important to ensure that the concept of “launching” in this context is clearly and broadly defined as ignoring the specific technologies or
operational procedures which are used, and that the concept of “outer space” should now
also, finally, become delineated in a “geographical” sense.
Further complicating matters from the perspective of arriving at a clear and common
understanding of those concepts, however, most national space laws do not even take the
same approach in this regard, as they focus rather on licensing of certain (space) activities,
regardless of the satellites involved in them (and without defining the “space” part of such
activities in any detail), than on those objects as such. If referencing the concept of “space
object,” however, size as such is never a distinguishing factor.
Moreover, a considerable number of those laws include flights as such not even intended to reach outer space (United States) or distinguish between “sub-orbital” and other
flights without, however, making clear where a real difference may result from the distinction (South Africa, Brazil). Australia, Kazakhstan, and Sweden from that perspective are
the most straightforward: the former two explicitly refer to the altitude of 100 km as decisive for applicability of most of the clauses of the respective acts, whereas the latter explicitly excludes sounding rockets from its own scope.
Of course, as indicated, de facto the risks of causing damage and hence incurring liability
may be of a rather different size as between small satellites and large satellites. Yet, while
perhaps as of today still only a small number of “small” satellites with very low orbital or
even sub-orbital trajectories and a short lifetime before burning up in the upper atmosphere would be at issue, this is likely to change profoundly in the near future. As many
national laws allow for fine-tuning to the risks of individual launches including those of
small satellites, there might not be a broad necessity to overhaul present national legal
frameworks to deal appropriately with those rapidly growing risks—at least, if sufficient
awareness of those risks is present!—but it is clearly not a non-issue. And to the extent for
example the current discussion in the Netherlands evidences lack of clarity and certainty
on international concepts such as “space object,” as triggering the applicability of the Liability Convention on the international level, a considerable measure of further clarification,
preferably even harmonization, of those international concepts remains desirable.
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Notes
1.

See, for example, elsewhere in this book the chapters by Michael Dornik and Milton Smith, Olga
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